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A NOTE ON LOCALLY PRODUCT KAEHLE- 
RIAN METRICS WITH VANISHING 

CONFORMAL CURVATURE TENSOR FIELD

Kwan-Ho Cho and Won-Ho Sohn

§0. Introduction

In 1949, S.Bochner([l)) has introduced "Bochner curvature tensor*, 

on a Kaehlerian manifold analogous to the Weyl conformal curvature te

nsor on a Riemannian manifold. However, we have not know the exact 

meaning of his tensor yet.

In 1989, H.Kitahara, K.Matsuo and J.SPak(〔2〕，〔3〕) defined a new te

nsor h이d on a Hermitian manifold which is conformally invariant and 

studied some properties of the new tensor field. They called this new 

tensor field ttConformal curvature tensor field.**

In 1970, S. Tachibana and R.C. Liu(M) studied locally product Kaeh

lerian metrics with vanishing Bochner curvature tensor.

The purpose of the present paper is to study Kaehlerian metrics with 

vani응hin응 conformal curvature tensor field.

In section 1, we recall the conformal curvature tensor field on a Kaeh

lerian manifold. In section 2, we obtain the theorem for Kaehlerian met

rics with vanishing conformal curvature tensor field.

§1. Preliminaries

We use throughout this paper the systems of indices as follows :
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A, B, C, D,…=L 2,…,2n ；

a, b, c, d,…=1, 2,…； 

a* = n + a.

The summation covention will be used with respect to those systems 

of indices.

Consider a complex n-dimensional Kaehlerian manifold Mn with met

ric

(1.1) ds2 =汝 dzA dzB,

where {z즘} is a local complex coordinate and za* = is a conjugate of 

za.

As the metric is Kaehlerian, we have

(1-2) g^b = ga*b* = 0, gbd* = gb*a = g a*b = g ba*,

and (1.1) becomes

ds2 = 2gab*dz3dzb*,

Moreover, the Christoffel symbols I재bc vanish except

(1.3) 1% = f* -孥二

dz
and their conjugates. As to the curvature tensor RaBCd, o이y the compone

nts of the form RLe*,辭宀 and their conjugates can be different from 

zero, and

(1.4) R* =資

hold good. The Ricci tensor Rab = — gCD Racdb satisfies

Rab = Ra*b* = 0,
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(1.5)

Rab* = 一苗七 Rf*,

and the scalar curvature R — Rab is R = 2g"Rab*.

A Kaehlerian manifold is called a space of constant holomorphic cur

vature if its curvature tensor satisfies

Rab*cd* — — 2 R(gaVgcd* + gad*g^*).

A conformal curvature tensor fi이d Bo on a Kaehlerian manifold is gi

ven by (⑵,⑶)

(1.6) J

Bo3b*cd* = R즈+ — (gab*Rcd*+Rab*gc£i*)

一 2n2(n+l)R &b*gcd* + 2n(n+l)R 欧*函*

H. Kitahara, K. Matsuo and J.S. Pak(〔2〕,⑶)proved recently the fol

lowing

Theorem A. Let M be a Kaehlerian manifold of complex dimension 

n(n > 3). Then M is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature if and 

only if Bo vanishes everywhere.

§2. Locally product Kaehlerian metrics

In this section we shall admit the following ranges of indices keeping 

the notation in §1.

L j, k, L…L 2,…,p , 

i* = i + n；

u, v, x, y,…=p + L P + 2,…；
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X* = X + n.

Consider a Kaehlerian metric (1.1) of the form

(2.1) ds2 = ds? + d%2,

where dsF = 2gJ*dz,dz,*and dsU = 2gxy*dzxdz>*are Kaehlerian metrics of 

dimensions p and n-p, respectively.

For a metric of this type, we have

(2.2) Rj*xy* = 0.

Now we assume that the conformal curvature tensor field Bo with res

pect to the metric of 나le form (2.1) vanishes. Then from (1.6) and (2.2), 

it that

(23) R『=土一焉R」航

and

(2.4) 电*=R _7Ri I 既*'

where Ri and R2 denotes the scalar curvature of dsi and ds? respectively.

From (2.3) or(2.4), we have

(2.5)
nCn^l) R - + 日-：志 R? = 0.

on the other hand, (2.3) and Bo»*ki* = 0 yields

(2.6)

Ry*kl*
1 I n+2 2

厂"7 R----- r2 I gu*gki* - ; f 、R &*
2n I n(n + l) n—p I 2n(n + l)

and (2.4) and 8*、、* = 0 yields
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1 I n+2 2 I 1= R, I
From (2.6), we obtain

R，* = X 므勞 R —으叫 為*. 

2n I n(n+l) n—p J

Thus we get

(2.8) 끄；끌普 R-—R- -7 — <- R = 0.
n(n+L) p n(n—p)

From (2.5), (2.8) and R — Ri — R2 = 0, we see that

R = Ri = Ra = 0 when p>l.

Thus, by(2.6) and (2.7), we obtain

Ry*ki* = 0 and Rxy*uv* = 0.

Hence we have

Theorem 2.1. There is no locally product Kaehlerian metrics with va

nishing conformal curvature tensor field except for flat

Combining Theorem A and Theorem 2.1, we obtain.

Cor이lary 2.2. There is no locally product Kaehlerian metrics with co

nstant holomorphic sectional curvature except for flat.
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